
Introducing award-winning LESSEAU, 
the worlds first automatic soap 
dispenser with sustainable bar soap 
100% free of (micro)plastics and vegan.

LESSEAU’s all natural vegan bar soap – compact in size, rich in moisture, 
fights waste and reduces carbon footprint with it’s 100% plastic free 
packaging made from recycled cardboard. Plus it fights the wasteful cycle 
of liquid soaps being a hygienic alternative with no expiry.

All Natural Bar Soap
All natural, 100% vegan-friendly 
and naturally moisturising.

Reduced Carbon Footprint
Reduced carbon emissions 
from transportation and 
manufacturing.

100% Plastic Free Packaging
Packaging made from recycled 
cardboard.

Up to 95% Water Reduction
Soap bars made from less than 
5% water.

No Touch Dispenser 
Extra hygienic thanks to its 
automatic hands-free sensor.

Liquid hand soaps consist of up to 95% water causing 
environmental nightmares in transportation and 
storage space. Our sustainable bar soap not only 
trims down carbon emissions with less than 5% water 
composition - its compact size makes it ergonomic 
and light to handle.

Ditch liquid soaps packaged in single-use plastics, which 
requires chemicals to remain effective, and bulk fill hand 
soaps that are prone to bacteria build-up. 

Opt for our 100% plastic-free solution – a compact bar 
soap that not only combats bacteria but also takes the 
lead in sustainability. This hygienic alternative, without an 
expiry date, stands alone as the most sustainable choice.

Say goodbye to liquid soap 
and embrace the efficiency 
of natural bar soap

LESSEAU brings a one-of-a-kind 
solution with its 100% plastic- 
free packaging
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/Less . Eau/ = �Less water�

Up to 700 washes 

per fill



No-touch automatic soap dispenser 
is durable and extra hygienic thanks 
to the hands-free sensor. 

No-touch, rechargeable hand soap 
dispenser in a choice of white or 
black.

Portable soap dispenser shaves the 
soap with a swift rotation – a battery 
free solution.

Compact refills, 100% plastic-free 
packaging made with less than 5% 
water. Vegan and all natural with up 
to 350 washes.

Free-standing Soap Dispenser

Wall-mount Soap Dispenser

Travel Bar Soap Dispenser

Bar Soap Refills
Minimalist award-winning 

design and sleek form

Easy to install 
Stand or wall 

mount

No Touch automatic 
dispenser

Automatic dispenser 
with up to 700 washes 

per fill

Replace here with our 
Vegan + all natural bar 

soap

Versatile product range

WHEN YOU SWITCH TO LESSEAU, You...

Unique Features

Reduce transport and warehouse space due to 
compact size of packaging, also making it light 
and simple to handle.

100% plastic-free packaging, LESSEAU 
packaging is made from recycled cardboard.

Using an Lithium-Ion cell inside means a 
rechargeable battery lasting 6 to 14 months per 
charge, with a USB-C recharge cable included.

Unlike liquid soaps comprising of chemicals, our 
all natural bar soaps are naturally moisturising 
and aren’t tested on animals.

Save on Logistics & Transport

Go All-Natural and Vegan-Friendly

Eliminate Plastic Waste

End Single Use Batteries
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